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Abstract
This experiment investigated the effect of format (line vs. bar), viewers’ familiarity with vari-
ables, and viewers’ graphicacy (graphical literacy) skills on the comprehension of multivariate (three
variable) data presented in graphs. Fifty-five undergraduates provided written descriptions of data for
a set of 14 line or bar graphs, half of which depicted variables familiar to the population and half of
which depicted variables unfamiliar to the population. Participants then took a test of graphicacy
skills. As predicted, the format influenced viewers’ interpretations of data. Specifically, viewers were
more likely to describe x–y interactions when viewing line graphs than when viewing bar graphs, and
they were more likely to describe main effects and ‘‘z–y’’ (the variable in the legend) interactions
when viewing bar graphs than when viewing line graphs. Familiarity of data presented and individu-
als’ graphicacy skills interacted with the influence of graph format. Specifically, viewers were most
likely to generate inferences only when they had high graphicacy skills, the data were familiar and
thus the information inferred was expected, and the format supported those inferences. Implications
for multivariate data display are discussed.
Keywords: Graph comprehension; Display design; Individual differences
1. Introduction
A well-designed graph can be a vivid, memorable, and easy-to-understand depiction of
quantitative information (Larkin & Simon, 1987; Shah, Freedman, & Vekiri, 2005; Smith,
Best, Stubbs, Archibald, & Roberson-Nay, 2002; Tufte, 2001). For those reasons, graphs are
used extensively in textbooks, scientific journals, and the popular print media (Shah et al.,
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2005; Zacks, Levy, Tversky, & Schiano, 2002). In fact, there has been a dramatic rise in the
prevalence of graphs depicting quantitative data. In one analysis, Zacks et al. (2002) found
that between 1984 and 1994 the mean number of graphs in academic journals nearly dou-
bled, and the number of graphs in newspapers more than doubled. Corresponding to the
increased prevalence of graphs, research on graph comprehension has grown substantially
in the last several years (see e.g., Canham & Hegarty, in press; Mautone & Mayer, 2007;
Ratwani & Trafton, 2008; Ratwani, Trafton, & Boehm-Davis, 2008).
Despite the fact that graph comprehension is better understood, research has primarily
focused on the comprehension of two-variable data (e.g., sex vs. height) with a small num-
ber of data points (e.g., 2 or 4). Less is understood about more complex data. However, con-
clusions from studies of relatively simple graphs and tasks frequently do not scale up to the
comprehension of more complex information (Canwan & Hegarty, in press; Ratwani &
Trafton, 2008; Shah et al., 2005; Trafton et al., 2000). The current study addresses two as
yet unresolved questions about the comprehension of two common graph formats, line and
bar graphs, depicting data of medium complexity (see Fig. 1):
Fig. 1. Sample stimulus graphs. The bar graph (top) depicts the same data as the line graph (bottom).
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(1) How does an individual’s prior knowledge (both topic familiarity and graphicacy, or
graphical literacy skills) interact with format to influence viewers’ interpretations?
(2) To what extent does graph format affect fact-retrieval and inference generation in
multivariate data comprehension?
An understanding of how prior knowledge interacts with bottom-up features should lead to
a better understanding of the design of graphs and other visual displays. Specifically, by
focusing on individuals’ familiarity with the topic of information in a graph and their graphi-
cal literacy skills, we can draw conclusions about what formats benefit different individuals.
We take as our starting point Hegarty’s (2005) model of display comprehension. Accord-
ing to this model, a version of which is depicted in Fig. 2 (Kriz & Hegarty, 2007), top-down
processes interact with bottom-up information in the comprehension of all external displays.
We have proposed that this type of interactive model applies to graph interpretation as it
does for other less abstract visual displays (e.g., Freedman & Shah, 2002; Shah, 1997; Shah
et al., 2005), yet there is little empirical evidence demonstrating the interaction of top-down
and bottom-up processes in the context of graphs. In this study we test an extension of inter-
active models to consider the effects of two types of prior knowledge: domain-specific
familiarity with the content depicted in a graph, and domain-general knowledge about
graphs per se (e.g., graphicacy skills, including Pinker’s graph schema; Pinker, 1990).
We expect that these two types of knowledge may have an impact on inference generation
processes in graph comprehension.
Inference generation is more likely to be relevant for complex graphs compared to simple
graphs. Simple graphs typically require individuals to retrieve a small number of facts that
can easily be remembered, whereas complex graphs frequently require making decisions
about what information to encode and mental computations and inferences to simplify the
information depicted. Consider the graph in Fig. 1. If an individual attempted to encode and
remember three values (word familiarity, reading level, and reading time) for each of the
nine data points, the information would far exceed his or her working memory capacity. To
reduce the amount of information encoded requires selective processing, and, quite likely,
Fig. 2. Model of display comprehension proposed by Kriz and Hegarty (2007).
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mentally transforming the information depicted. A related difference between simple and
complex data is that complex data allow for a greater number of possible comprehension
goals that may be selected by a graph viewer. Each goal might require different component
processes, mental transformations, or inferences. For example, a graph viewer may compute
average differences between high- and low-ability children because his goal is to see
whether, as they expected, high-ability third graders read faster than low-ability third grad-
ers. Or she may be more interested in the role of word familiarity, or the possibility that
there might be a nonlinear relationship between ability and reading speed. Although the nine
data point, medium complexity graphs in our study are not as complex as graphs in other
studies (e.g., Trickett & Trafton, 2007), they are complex enough to support multiple goals
and to require some simplification or inference generation.
Content familiarity, we argue, will support the likelihood that viewers will generate infer-
ences from the data for several reasons. First, content familiarity will have an influence on
the viewers’ comprehension goals. For example, viewers may attempt to confirm or discon-
firm relationships that they expect to find. When data are complex, those expected relation-
ships are more likely to be simpler than the actual data in the graph. In the graphs in Fig. 1,
a viewer might expect and wish to confirm that high-ability third graders read faster than
low-ability third graders in the data. Although it may seem like a relatively simple inference
from the bar graph in Fig. 1, this goal requires mentally averaging the three bars represent-
ing words of low-, middle-, and high-familiarity words for high-ability readers and compar-
ing those averages to those for low-ability readers. Or it requires checking and confirming
that low-ability readers are systematically slower than high-ability readers for all three
groups of bars. That is, identifying the main effect requires mental computation while keep-
ing track of information already encoded such as the fact that the dark bars represent low
reading skill individuals. Second, content familiarity knowledge may help viewers keep
track of information in the service of the mental computation required in inference genera-
tion. Content familiarity may help viewers keep track of that information because they have
expectations about which bars are likely to be associated with which condition. Finally,
content familiarity may help the viewer identify potential errors. Viewers might double-
check results of their computation if the results did not match their expectations.
Graph comprehension skills should support making such inferences for a different reason.
Specifically, graph comprehension skills are required to understand how to mentally trans-
form the data to generate the relevant inferences for particular graph formats. High-skilled
graph viewers may know how to average across one variable to compute a main effect, for
example, but low-skilled graph viewers may not. A consequence of their ability to mentally
manipulate information in the graph would be that the presentation format should have less
impact on comprehension for high-skilled viewers than low-skilled viewers. That is, high
graph skilled individuals may have the ability make the appropriate inferences regardless of
format. An alternative possibility is that because graphicacy skills include the ability to auto-
matically associate visual patterns with interpretations (e.g., Pinker, 1990), highly
skilled ⁄ experienced individuals may actually be more affected by presentation format.
Specifically, viewers may have expectations that multivariate line graphs are intended to con-
vey interactions, and multivariate bar graphs are intended to convey categorical differences.
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This line of reasoning suggests a pattern of results that might be the opposite of many interac-
tive models of comprehension: High-skilled graph viewers may be more, rather than less,
affected by format. The current study considers both possible interactions of graphicacy and
format on viewers’ interpretations of data. The nature of the interaction has implications for
graph and display design: Does graphic format matter more for novice viewers or for experts?
In sum, the primary goal of the present study is to examine the influence of two kinds of
top-down knowledge on graph comprehension: topic familiarity and graph comprehension
skills. We predict that both content familiarity and graph comprehension skills may affect
inference generation. A secondary goal of our study is to consider how bottom-up processes,
too, affect inference generation in graph comprehension.
In graph comprehension, the initial step is that visual elements (e.g., the symbols, colors,
types of lines, shape fills) are identified and grouped together into chunks (Pinker, 1990),
and these visual chunks influence viewers’ interpretations of the data. As discussed below,
bottom-up factors such as format (line or bar graph) influence the nature of those visual
chunks. Specifically, the display is chunked based on the Gestalt principles of proximity,
good continuity, and similarity (Pinker, 1990). We acknowledge that format is not strictly a
bottom-up factor because skilled viewers may have knowledge of these formats, but in the
context of this study we focus on the visual characteristics of line versus bar graphs and their
influence on comprehension.
Previous research establishes that, for simple data, bar graphs and line graphs facilitate the
comprehension of different information in fact-retrieval tasks. Viewers are faster at reading
individual data points when viewing bar graphs compared to line graphs, and they are faster at
making trend judgments when viewing line graphs compared to bar graphs (Simcox, 1984).
Likewise, viewers can more accurately identify individual data points from bar graphs than
from line graphs (Carswell & Wickens, 1987; Carswell, 1992). Furthermore, individuals are
more likely to spontaneously make discrete comparisons (i.e., x1 is greater than x2) when
viewing data in bar graphs and more likely to describe trends (i.e., as x increases y increases)
when viewing line graphs in open-ended description tasks (Carswell, Emery, & Lonon, 1993;
Zacks & Tversky, 1999). In fact, even when two discrete data points are plotted in a line
graph, viewers sometimes describe the data as continuous. For example, a common interpre-
tation of a line graph depicting height of males and females might be, ‘‘The more male a per-
son is, the taller he ⁄ she is’’ (Zacks & Tversky, 1999).
Shah, Mayer, and Hegarty (1999) extended studies of bar versus line graphs work to char-
acterize how Gestalt principles might affect comprehension of more complex graphs
depicted in high school social studies textbooks. One main conclusion from this work can
be illustrated by consideration of the graphs in Fig. 1. In the bar graph, the proximity princi-
ple predicts that for bar graphs a viewer would encode the grouped sets of bars representing
levels of word familiarity (low, medium, and high). In the line graph, the principle of good
continuity suggests that individuals would encode three visual chunks formed by the lines
representing reading skill (low, medium, and high). Viewers’ descriptions, if based on the
visual chunks, would differ depending on format. For the bar graph, a visual chunk-based
description may be, ‘‘For the least familiar words, children with high reading skills are
much faster than children with low reading skills; for medium familiar words, children with
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high reading skills are moderately faster than children with low reading skills; and for
highly familiar words, children with high reading skills are only a little faster than children
with low reading skills.’’ Thus, descriptions focus on the effect of the variable plotted on
the z-axis legend (reading skill) on read-aloud time for each set of bars on the x-axis (word
familiarity). For ease we refer to this type of description as a z–y interaction because it refers
to the z-y relationship (where ‘‘z’’ is the variable depicted in the legend) and how it is mod-
erated by the variable depicted along the x-axis. For line graphs, a visual chunk-based
description might be, ‘‘As word familiarity increases, reading time is slightly faster for
high-skilled readers, moderately faster for medium-skilled readers, and much faster for
low-skilled readers.’’ For simplicity, we refer to this as an x–y interaction because it
describes the x–y relationships and how it is moderated by the ‘‘z’’ variable. Although these
descriptions are, technically, descriptions of interactions, we note that they also require very
little processing of the data depicted. As such, for the novice graph viewer such a descrip-
tion does not necessarily imply a deep understanding of an interaction, but it may reflect
merely a minimally digested interpretation. Indeed, our previous work suggested that
viewers who provided such descriptions were focusing on the surface features and could not
recognize the same data when plotted differently (Shah & Carpenter, 1995).
The earlier work on line and bar graph comprehension outlined above primarily exam-
ined how format affects fact-retrieval processes in graph comprehension. The current study
addresses how format might affect inference generation such as the identification of main
effects in the graphs in Fig. 1. In the bar graph, the main effect of familiarity for read-aloud
time (the x–y main effect) is computed by mentally averaging the three groups of bars repre-
senting low, medium, and high reading skill. The grouping of the bars (using the Gestalt
principle of proximity) can support comprehension in two ways: First, each group may be
encoded as a single entity and one might easily visually extract a trend. Second, the grouped
bars may reduce working memory load in mentally computing averages because the three
bars to be averaged in each set are together. In a line graph, computing the x–y main effect
requires ignoring the highly salient interaction depicted in the three lines. Thus, we predict
that viewers may be more likely to compute and describe x–y main effects when viewing
bar graphs than when viewing line graphs.
Generating z–y main effect may be less affected by format. For the bar graph in Fig. 1, the
z–y main effect is computed by mentally averaging the three black bars, the three gray bars,
and the three white bars. The visual cues provided by the colors of the bars (Gestalt principle
of similarity) may help reduce working memory load in keeping track of the bars to be
mentally averaged. Computing the z–y main effect for line graphs is supported by the fact that
the three sets of points to be mentally averaged are connected in lines. Thus, one might
expect that both bar graphs and line graphs, to some extent, support interpretation of this main
effect.
In sum, we make the following predictions regarding the influence of bottom-up charac-
teristics on the interpretation of line and bar graphs: Viewers will provide x–y interaction
descriptions more frequently for line graphs and for bar graphs, and z–y interaction descrip-
tions approximately equally for bar graphs and line graphs. We also predict that viewers will
be more likely to make inferences about x–y main effects for bar graphs than for line graphs.
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To examine the influence of format, content knowledge, and graph skills on the compre-
hension of bar and line graphs, we presented different groups of participants with line
graphs or bar graphs depicting the same data. We tested participants on an independent mea-
sure of graph comprehension skill. To assess the effect of content knowledge, we varied
familiarity of the content depicted in graphs rather than using an individual differences




Fifty-five undergraduates from the University of Michigan, Ann Arbor, participated in
the study. Of those 55, 10 participated in exchange for 1 h of credit toward fulfillment of
course requirements. The remaining 45 received $15 dollars compensation. All students
were proficient in English and had normal or corrected-to-normal vision. They signed up
either through an independent website or via experimenter recruitment e-mails. Twenty-six
participants were assigned to high-skilled group, and 29 to the low-skilled group, based on
their performance on a graph skills test.
2.2. Design and materials
We used a mixed design, with one within-subjects variable (content: familiar vs. unfamil-
iar) and two between-subjects variables (format: line vs. bar, and graphicacy: high vs. low).
We created 14 data sets for this study; seven of them depicted familiar data and the other
seven depicted unfamiliar data. Each data set was plotted in bar graph and line graph form.
All data depicted information about psychological content that was typically familiar or unfa-
miliar to undergraduates in our sample. An example of data with familiar content was the
graph with the variables ‘‘read aloud time,’’ ‘‘familiarity of word,’’ and ‘‘reading ability.’’
An example of an unfamiliar data set was one with the variables ‘‘level of monitoring,’’
‘‘race’’ and ‘‘punishment.’’ To ensure that our initial assessments of familiarity were accu-
rate, an independent group of six raters, similar to our participant pool, rated the familiarity
of graphs on a 10-point scale. Although six is a small number of raters, the responses were
highly consistent, likely because we predesigned the familiar graph names to be highly
familiar and vice versa. We asked participants two questions about the graphs: the degree to
which the variable names are familiar to them, and the degree to which they had specific pre-
dictions about what the data should look like. Raters judged the familiar graphs as more
familiar (M = 6.07) than the unfamiliar graphs [M = 4.45; t(1,5) = 4.56, p = .006]. They
also claimed to have expectations about what data would look like given familiar variable
names (M = 0.60) compared to unfamiliar variable names [M = 0.29; t(1,5) = 5.27,
p = .003].
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Each graph was presented on an individual sheet of paper with a paragraph that put the
variables in a context. The paragraph described only the design of a study that led to the data
in the graph, but it did not describe the outcome of the study. Following is an example of a
paragraph:
Researchers were interested in how reading skill and the word’s familiarity influence
children’s reading aloud times. Third-grade children were designated as either high-,
medium-, or low-skill readers based on their scores on a reading test. Children read-aloud
lists of highly familiar, moderately familiar, or low familiar words. Highly familiar words
are words that are frequently encountered by children in third grade. Moderately familiar
words are words that are encountered by children on a somewhat regular basis. Unfamil-
iar words are words that are not frequently encountered by children in third grade.
Researchers measured the amount of time it took children to pronounce the words. The
results of the study are presented in the graph.
Regardless of format condition, each graph contained two independent variables and one
dependent variable. The three variables in each of the 14 graphs were logically related to
one another and there were three levels for each independent variable. All the variables
could be interpreted as continuous (e.g., 10, 20, 30; high, medium, low), making bar or line
graphs acceptable formats. The variables, order of presentation, data points, and content
descriptions were identical for both line and bar formats, making format the only difference.
Familiar and unfamiliar data sets were controlled for the relative magnitude of interactions
and main effects so that familiarity would not be confounded by complexity of data.
Based on extensive piloting, we developed a 13-question multiple choice graph skills test
for this study. One question was adapted from the individual-differences measure used by
Gattis and Holyoak (1996), and one item based on an item in The Test of Graphing in Sci-
ence (TOGS; McKenzie & Padilla, 1986). We created the other 11 items, and these items
required the interpretation of 2–4 variable data plotted in line graphs, bar graphs, and
scatterplots (see e.g., Fig. 3). The median on the graph skills test was an 8, with a mean of
8.3 and a range of 4–12. Participants with scores higher than 8 were considered ‘‘high’’ in
graphicacy skills (n = 26), and participants with scores of 8 and below were considered
‘‘low’’ in graphicacy skills in our analysis (n = 29).
2.3. Procedure
Participants were randomly assigned to format condition (line or bar). For each trial, par-
ticipants saw a graph on a computer monitor and provided written descriptions on a sheet of
paper provided for them. Participants were informed that there were no right or wrong
responses, but the experimenters were interested in what the participant believed ‘‘to be the
main point or points presented in the graph.’’ The experimenter emphasized that each partic-
ipant should provide approximately 2–4 sentences about each graph and focus on what the
subject believed was ‘‘the most important information in the graph.’’ The graphs were pre-
sented in the same prerandomized order for each participant. Following the graph task, the
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participants completed the graph skills test and a brief graph usage and mathematical
background survey.
Although there was no formal time limit, participants knew that they were participating
in an approximately 1½ h study, and that there were questionnaires and a graph skills test to
follow the description task. Thus, the experiment orally instructed participants to pace them-
selves accordingly and not to spend too much time on any one graph.
2.4. Coding verbal descriptions
We coded whether or not each description contained an x–y interaction, a z–y interaction,
an x–y main effects inference, a z–y main effects inference, and ‘‘other’’ information. An
x–y interaction was a description of the x–y relationship and how it is moderated by the
third, ‘‘z’’ variable depicted in the legend. A z–y interaction was a description of the z–y
relationship and how it is moderated by the variable plotted along the x-axis. An x–y main
effect described the x–y relationship ignoring the third, z-variable. A z–y main effect
described the z–y relationship ignoring the third, x-variable. The reader should refer to the
introduction for examples of these coding categories. In addition to the categories above, we
included an ‘‘other’’ category. The other category consisted of comments such as describing
colors ⁄ shades of bars, making comments about implications of data, making comments
about the novelty or ‘‘obviousness’’ of data, and so forth. Two raters coded all the data and
there was an agreement on 95% of trials. Disagreements were resolved by discussion with a
third rater, the first author. It should be noted that it is possible for a description to have
more than one type of information in it (e.g., an x–y interaction and a z–y main effect), in
which case both codes were included.
3. Results
Tables 1 and 2 present the results of repeated-measures anova analyses, one for inter-
action descriptions, and one for main effect inferences. ‘‘Other’’ descriptions were made on
Fig. 3. Sample item from the graph skills test used to classify whether participants are high or low in graphicacy
skills.
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nearly half of the trials (0.46) and typically co-occurred with other codes. However, these
‘‘other’’ comments did not differ as a function of format, graph skills, or familiarity of data
and are not discussed further in this article because the focus of our current analysis is to
address our empirical questions regarding the bottom-up influence of format, and the top-
down influence of familiarity and graphicacy skills on viewers’ interpretations of data.
Table 1
Interaction description (anova results)
F Test MSE Effect Size (partial g2)
Format (Fo) 0.25 0.01 0.01
Type of interaction (Int) 52.0** 2.2 0.51
Familiarity (Fam) 3.9+ 0.05 0.07
Graph skills (GS) 0.35 0.02 0.01
Format · Int 8.3* 0.36 0.14
Format · familiarity 3.7+ 0.04 0.07
Format · graph skills 0.62 0.04 0.01
Int · Fam 7.9 0.16 0.13
Int · GS 1.3 0.06 0.03
Familiarity · graph skill 0.55 0.04 0.07
Fo · Int · fam 3.2+ 0.06 0.06
Fo · Int by GS 0.13 0.00 0.00
Fo · fam by GS 0.06 0.00 0.00
Int · Fam · GS 0.49 0.01 0.01
Fo · Int · Fam · GS 2.0 0.04 0.04
**p < .01; *p < .05; +p < .1.
Table 2
Main effect description (anova results)
F Test MSE Effect Size (partial g2)
Format (Fo) 2.6 0.18 0.05
Type of main effect (ME) 7.7** 0.13 0.13
Familiarity (Fam) 58.7** 1.6 0.54
Graph skills (GS) 5.8* 0.40 0.10
Format · type of main effect 0.61 0.01 0.01
Format · familiarity 4.5* 0.14 0.08
Format · graph skills 1.8 0.13 0.03
ME · Fam 3.2+ 0.04 0.06
ME · GS 1.1 0.02 0.02
Familiarity · graph skill 4.9* 0.12 0.09
Fo · ME · fam 1.6 0.02 0.03
Fo · ME by GS 1.1 0.02 0.02
Fo · fam by GS 4.2* 0.12 0.08
ME · Fam · GS 0.27 0.00 0.01
Fo · ME · Fam · GS 0.75 0.01 0.01
**p < .01; *p < .05; +p < .1.
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3.1. Interaction descriptions
As discussed in the Introduction, interaction descriptions may be focused on the x–y
relationship (as a function of z, the variable in the legend) or focused on the z–y relationship
(as a function of x, the variable along the x-axis). As expected, viewers provided more x–y
interaction descriptions for line graphs (M = 0.33) than bar graphs (M = 0.23), and
more z–y interaction descriptions for bar graphs (M = 0.10) than line graphs [M = 0.04;
F(1, 51) = 8.3, p < .05]. Furthermore, there was a bigger difference in the proportion of x–y
interactions and z–y interactions for line graphs (Mdifference between x-y and z-y interactions = 0.29)
compared to bar graphs (Mdifference between x-y and z-y interactinos = 0.12; see Fig. 4). These
results demonstrate that the bottom-up features of bar graphs and line graphs have the
expected (based on Gestalt principles) influence on the interpretation of the data presented.
Fig. 4. x–y focused (top) and z–y focused (bottom) interaction description rate (proportion). Error bars depict
standard error.
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In addition, the results suggest that line graphs exert a stronger influence on types of descrip-
tions than bar graphs because only the x–y interaction is visually salient in line graphs. Our
previous research suggests that this type of highly biased description corresponds to a very
limited understanding of the data; viewers often cannot even recognize the same data when
the x- and z-variable locations are switched (Shah & Carpenter, 1995). Bar graphs, by con-
trast, seem to provide a bit more flexibility with respect to emphasis on the x–y and z–y
interactions, perhaps because there are two different Gestalt principles operating in parallel:
proximity (supporting z–y interaction descriptions) and similarity of bars (supporting x–y
interactions).
There was a marginal effect of familiarity on the interpretation of interactions consistent
with an interactive model of graph comprehension. Overall, viewers were somewhat more
likely to describe interactions for unfamiliar graphs (0.19) than for familiar graphs [0.16;
F(1, 51) = 3.9, p = .053]. There was also an interaction such that viewers were most likely
to describe x–y interactions for unfamiliar data [F(1, 51) = 7.9, p < .05; see Fig. 4]. This
result suggests that when data are unfamiliar, individuals are more likely to rely on bottom-
up characteristics of graphs (hence describing x–y interactions). The marginal interaction of
format by familiarity by type of interaction [F(1, 51) = 3.2, p = .08] further bolsters this
claim; individuals describe x–y interactions most of all when data are unfamiliar and when
individuals are viewing line graphs that make that interaction most salient.
There were no effects of graph skills on interaction descriptions. This result suggests
that for interpretations that require few mental transformations, there are few effects of
graphicacy skills.
3.2. Main-effects inferences
A major goal of our current study was to examine the factors that influence inference gen-
eration in the context of interpreting multivariate bar and line graphs. Overall, individuals
made more z–y focused main effects inferences (M = 0.19) compared to x–y focused main
effects inferences [M = 0.14; F(1, 51) = 7.7, p < .01]. This is consistent with the prediction
that because both bar graphs and line graphs group data by the variable in the legend, view-
ers may be more likely to make comparisons across that variable.
As predicted, viewers were more likely to make main effects inferences when viewing
bar graphs than when viewing line graphs, but only for familiar data (see Fig. 5). This result
suggests that viewers may be most likely to make these inferences when they expect them,
and when the format makes it easier for them to make those inferences. Contrary to predic-
tions, there was no interaction such that the effect of format was larger for x–y main effects
than z–y main effects. The original prediction was that bar graphs would support x–y main
effects inferences compared to line graphs, but both line and bar graphs would support z–y
main effects inferences. One possible explanation for this lack of interaction is that the most
salient information in a line graph is the x–y interaction (Carpenter & Shah, 1998; Shah &
Carpenter, 1995). Describing the x–y interaction requires several sentences or phrases,
and thus once described, viewers may judge that they have reported enough ‘‘important’’
information as instructed. If the x–y main effect is more salient for bar graphs and is easily
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provided in a single phrase, viewers may be more likely to also report an x–y main effect.
To test the prediction that both line and bar graphs make computing z–y main effects salient
might require a task that is not open-ended.
In addition to the interaction of format and familiarity, there was a main effect of famil-
iarity such that viewers made more main effects inferences when viewing familiar data
(M = 0.26) than when viewing unfamiliar data [M = 0.09; F(1, 51) = 58.7, p < .01]. There
was also an interaction of familiarity and graph skills such that only high-skilled graph
viewers drive the familiarity effect [F(1, 51) = 4.9, p < .05]. In fact, there was a three-way
interaction: High-skilled graph viewers largely described main effects for only familiar data
depicted in bar graphs [F(1, 51) = 4.2, p < .05]. That is, individuals only made inferences
when they had expectations about main effects, they had the requisite knowledge to
Fig. 5. x–y focused (top) and z–y focused (bottom) main-effect inference descriptions. Error bars depict standard
error.
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mentally compute the main effects, and the format provided additional support to make
those inferences.
4. Discussion
4.1. Summary of results
The current study has two main results. First, prior content knowledge as well as graphi-
cacy skills had a top-down influence on graph interpretation. Specifically, viewers made
more main effects inferences when viewing familiar data compared to when viewing unfa-
miliar data. Additionally, high-skilled graph viewers were more likely to make main effect
inferences than low-skilled graph viewers. Second, these three factors were shown to inter-
act: High-skilled graph viewers were most likely to make main inferences when they
expected those inferences based on their prior knowledge ⁄ familiarity with the data and the
format supports them (i.e., bar graph). This result provides evidence that interactive models
of visual display comprehension share characteristics with models of text and discourse
comprehension (e.g., Hegarty, 2005; Kintsch, 1988).
Our study goes beyond previous studies in that it specifically demonstrates that inter-
active models of display comprehension apply to graphical displays of quantitative informa-
tion (e.g., Freedman & Shah, 2002; Hegarty, 2005; Kriz & Hegarty, 2007; Roth & Bowen,
2003; Shah, 2001). Furthermore, this study also suggests that familiarity (prior content
knowledge) may have a somewhat different effect on comprehension than graphicacy skills.
Neither familiarity, graphicacy, nor format alone supports inference generation in our study.
Familiarity may lead individuals to look for main effect trends that they expect, but only
individuals with relatively high graphical skills have enough knowledge about graphs to
compute and describe those main effects. Furthermore, they only do so when the format
supports making those inferences.
The interaction of graph skills, format, and familiarity suggests the possibility that in
some cases, graph skills may actually lead to greater effects of format rather than lesser
effects of format and is inconsistent with interactive models that predict high skills corre-
spond to less reliance on presentation format. It is possible, as discussed in the Introduction,
that high graph skilled viewers may actually differentiate between formats based on their
graph schemas, which include knowledge about what kinds of formats convey specific types
of data. An alternative, perhaps less interesting, explanation is that even the high-skilled par-
ticipants in our sample did not have knowledge to compute main effects from line graphs or
that the format did not induce them to think that main effects were important in these
graphs, but only could or were inclined to do so from bar graphs. We acknowledge that it is
difficult to draw strong conclusions about the nature of display and skill interactions and that
our results differ from other work showing greater effects of display type for novices
(Lowe, 1993). Nonetheless, it is possible that skill may sometimes correspond to greater
differentiation between formats rather than less differentiation between formats. If so, this
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differentiation should most likely occur for open-ended tasks in which viewers are selecting
what they consider to be the important information and using their knowledge about format
to make such judgments. If viewers were asked to answer specific fact-retrieval questions, it
is possible that high-skilled graph viewers may be more likely to do so regardless of format.
A second main result of this study is that the bottom-up features of line graphs and bar
graphs have a substantial influence on viewers’ interpretations of data, including the nature
of their inferences. In our study, viewers were more likely to describe z–y interactions when
viewing bar graphs than when viewing line graphs, and they were more likely to describe x–
y interactions when viewing line graphs than when viewing bar graphs. The difference
between focus on x–y and z–y interaction descriptions was greater for line graphs than for
bar graphs. Finally, viewers were also more likely to make main effects inferences for bar
graphs than for line graphs. The differences between bar graphs and line graphs can be
explained by differences in the visual chunks formed by the graphs as predicted by Gestalt
principles of proximity, similarity, and good continuity.
4.2. Theoretical implications
The current study adds to the growing body of evidence that display comprehension,
like text comprehension, is an interactive process. The differential effect of content
familiarity and graphicacy skills suggests a modification of interactive models of display
comprehension such as the Hegarty (2005) model. Specifically, prior knowledge should
not be considered a single factor, but rather multiple factors. In this study we found that
both content ⁄ topic familiarity as well as graphicacy skills influenced comprehension, and,
further, suggested that these types of knowledge may have had a role in different aspects
of the interpretation process. Prior content knowledge may affect a viewer’s goals, sup-
port a viewer’s ability to keep track of mental computations, and help him or her assess
the likelihood that his or her interpretation is accurate. Graphicacy skills may support an
individual’s knowledge about format and how to make relevant inferences from different
graphic formats. Future distinctions may also need to be made, for example, between
different kinds of graphicacy (e.g., statistical literacy versus knowledge about format),
and different kinds of content knowledge (knowledge about experimental design in
psychology versus knowledge about content like reading skills). In general, however,
diagram comprehension models, like text comprehension models, should begin to make
distinctions between broad classes of prior knowledge and their influences on
comprehension.
A related theoretical contribution of the current paper is the consideration of how prior
knowledge affects different specific component processes of graph interpretation. Prior
interactive models of graph interpretation, including our own (Freedman & Shah, 2002;
Shah, 2001), make general claims about the top-down influence of prior knowledge on
graph comprehension. Future modeling work should specify how prior knowledge influ-
ences different component processes of graph comprehension, including encoding of visual
displays, mapping of visual features to verbal referents, mental calculations of data, and
evaluation of one’s interpretation of data.
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4.3. Implications for the display of multivariate data
The bottom-up influences on graph interpretation have several implications for multivari-
ate data display. When the graph designer wishes to highlight an interaction for the viewer
that is present in the data, and in particular has in mind a specific interpretation, it would be
useful to present that interaction in a line graph in which the x–y relationship is of interest,
and the z-value is a moderator. If, by contrast, a graph designer wishes to highlight main
effects, if the x- and z-values have similar status in the interpretation of data, or if the expec-
tation is that different viewers may have different goals in interpreting the data, bar graphs
provide greater flexibility. It is interesting to note that in general, viewers prefer bar graphs
to line graphs, perhaps in part because of their flexibility and relative ease of interpretation
(see e.g., Fortin, Hirota, Bond, O’Conner, & Col, 2001). Math education researchers also
propose teaching bar graph comprehension prior to introducing line graphs (Friel, Curcio, &
Bright, 2001), a suggestion supported by this research.
Top-down effects further suggest that the choice of how to plot data depends not only on
the type of information to be communicated but also on the prior beliefs and expectations of
the graph viewer as well as their graphicacy skills. High-skilled graph viewers were able to
make main effects inferences when viewing bar graphs that supported their ability to make
the necessary mental computations, but not when viewing line graphs. Low-skilled graph
viewers, however, could not make such inferences, even when viewing bar graphs. For low-
skilled viewers, it may be useful to present not only interactions but also to explicitly repre-
sent important to-be-communicated inferences.
Although our study did not address this issue, it is possible that giving explicit inferences
is only beneficial to low-skilled graph viewers. Indeed, just as high-skilled readers benefit
from forming their own inferences about text (e.g., McNamara, Kintsch, Songer, & Kintsch,
1996), low-skilled graph viewers may benefit from making their own inferences about data.
And, it may be that the computational processing required to make inferences could actually
support individuals’ ability to learn and remember information presented in graphs. Indeed,
in another as yet unpublished study conducted in our laboratory, we found that graph for-
mats that required more complex processing to comprehend data (in this case, graphs in
which lines were not labeled, but instead, had legends) actually led to better memory and
more complete comprehension of data than formats that did not require substantial mental
computations (Shah, Freedman, & Miyake, in preparation).
4.4. Future research
Given the powerful impact of Gestalt principles of proximity, similarity, and good conti-
nuity on interpretations given to data, it might be valuable to conduct further research on the
role of different visual factors on how individuals form visual chunks based on different
visual dimensions and the role of that chunking process in viewers’ interpretations of data.
Cleveland & McGill (Cleveland, 1993; Cleveland & McGill, 1985) provide an excellent
analysis of the relative accuracy in using different visual dimensions (e.g., color, shading,
area, volume, and so forth) to display quantity, which has been further modified by others
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(Carswell, 1992; Simkin & Hastie, 1986; Spence & Lewandowsky, 1991). We argue that
similar analyses need to be conducted on visual dimensions that may or may not affect
visual chunking during graph comprehension. Does proximity have a greater impact than
color similarity, for example, or vice versa? What factors influence the relative salience of
proximity and color (e.g., the size of the bars)? Can something be too salient (i.e., bias the
viewer and lead him or her to ignore other features)? Without systematic empirical analyses
the graph designer is dependent on intuition. With such an analysis, it may be possible to
provide more direct advice with respect to the use of different graphic features.
One cautionary note with respect to a systematic analysis of different visual features and
how they affect chunking is that the answer may depend on the task of the graph viewer
(Carswell & Wickens, 1987). One reason we have focused on open-ended interpretation
tasks is that we can make assessments about the salience of information in different graphs
based on what viewers describe as the ‘‘most important’’ information.
A second cautionary note with respect to future studies is that studies should be con-
ducted with graphs of varying complexity. We have found that interpretation processes dif-
fer even between very simple graphs and slightly more complex ones such as those in the
current study. Research from other laboratories suggests that the interpretation processes
differ even more when data are highly complex. Trafton and Trickett (2001), for example,
argue that spatial processing is much more relevant for more complex data than for simple
data.
5. Conclusion
The main conclusion from this study is that an individual’s interpretation of a bar or line
graph is a function of the format, the viewer’s familiarity with the content depicted in a
graph, and the viewer’s graphicacy skills. This study is part of a growing body of research
that examines how individuals interpret meaningful data in realistic contexts (e.g., Peebles
& Cheng, 2003; Roth & Bowen, 1999, 2003; Trickett, Trafton, Saner, & Schunn, 2007).
Such research should lead to further understanding of both bottom-up and top-down pro-
cesses in graph comprehension.
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